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M A A N A  C O L L E C T I O N

Taking cues f rom the elegant contours found in wild 

mushrooms, instilling a touch of whimsical yet  

sophisticated charm.



MAANA
 
model   Coffee Table 

material MORTEX®  
  (for indoor & outdoor use)

colour  Earth

  

dimensions  Coffee Table Round
  DIAMETER 70  H 28  CM 

  WATERPROOF            HEAT RESISTANT            SUSTAINABLE

 
model   Coffee Table 

material MORTEX®  
  (for indoor & outdoor use)

colour  Earth

  

dimensions  Coffee Table Oval
  L 140  D 62  H 28  CM

 



MAANA COFFEE TABLE ROUND



INSPIRED BY NATURE

A table collection inspired by the tactility of textures we encounter  
in our surroundings. Every environment is characterised by its typical texturised 
elements. This uniqueness can be found throughout the handcrafted collections.  
The beauty of nature is reflected in each table through the soft and organic forms.

crafted
Designed and handcrafted in Europe. 

design
Inspired by the diverse natural phenomena that appear in nature.  
The Muundo collection has curved and round details with an imperfect surface  
finish as a tribute to nature.

sustainable
A composition of minerals, lime and mortar.
Waterproof coating composed of 95% natural ingredients.

MATERIALS

Muundo is crafted from a composition of minerals, lime and mortar.  
Each piece is handcrafted which makes it a one-of-a-kind design.

The material is used for those who wish to combine technicality,  
originality, personality and aesthetics.

Used both for its technical qualities and its decorative advantages,  
it offers interior and exterior architectural projects a mineral appearance.

Thanks to its thinness and impermeability, the material adapts to all  
shapes and surfaces, offering an incomparable look to furniture.

The coating is manufactured in Belgium and is composed of  
95% natural ingredients sourced in Europe.

  WATERPROOF            HEAT RESISTANT            SUSTAINABLE



CARE & MAINTENANCE

Each table is made from natural materials that create unique and beautiful
characteristics. However, it is essential to note the following care guidelines  
to ensure its longevity.

Each table you purchase from us is handcrafted, showcasing the dedication  
and artistry that goes into its creation. The tables may exhibit small  
imperfections, such as imprints left during application or varying shades  
on its surface. These nuances testify to its handmade nature and add to  
its unique charm.

CLEANING

Use a sponge or cloth to gently wipe the tables. Avoid using abrasive
materials or harsh chemicals, as they may damage the surface.

 • Mix 1 to 2 tablespoons of mild soap in 1 litre of warm water.

 • Gently wipe using a white sponge or cloth.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Like all natural products such as marble and wood, these tables are susceptible  
to staining. While it can withstand spills from coffee, grease and similar  
substances, immediate cleaning is required to prevent permanent marks.

COASTERS & DECOR
We recommend the use of coasters for drinks to minimise the risk of staining.
Additionally, avoid leaving flower pots or any items that could trap moisture  
for extended periods.

For more information, please visit www.tallira.com.au
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